Secrecy in U.S. National Security
Why a Paradigm Shift Is Needed
This Perspective summarizes our key findings and conclusions regarding the adequacy of the present system governing secrecy in U.S. national security information. This work, based on a novel approach and expert opinion—including our own direct experience with the issues—aims to provide recommendations to improve the system that makes, safeguards, and discloses secrets. An improved system will afford significantly better protection to secrets that truly need it, reduce overclassification by providing clear parameters for creating secrets, and more fully support government transparency goals.

The impetus for this examination of secrecy issues came from two related but seemingly contradictory considerations. On one hand, there are significant high-level concerns about damage to national security through the public availability of massive amounts of classified information on the internet, as exemplified by the unprecedented scale of unauthorized disclosures by Edward Snowden and Private Bradley (now Chelsea) Manning on WikiLeaks and in news media accounts. On the other hand, advocates of greater transparency in government continue to voice concerns that national interests are harmed because the government keeps too much information classified about its operations and their impact on the public. Both these critiques suggest that the current secrecy system is failing to fulfill its principal purposes: first, protecting classified information critical to national security and, second, reducing overclassification and officially disclosing classified information to further government transparency and accountability.

To test our premise that the secrecy system is generally failing to meet these key goals and thus needs repair, we conducted an extensive literature review; interviewed current and former senior U.S. government officials and other subject-matter experts (SMEs) and stakeholders; and benefited from insightful commentary from a one-day workshop, “Assessing the Secrecy Paradigm for the Future Information Environment,” which was convened in partnership with the American Bar Association’s Standing Committee on Law and National Security. Informed by these data, we analyzed key factors that drive how well or how poorly the system for national security secrecy works—and why. (For elaboration, see the appendix.)
Adapting Thomas Kuhn’s use of “paradigm” for its conceptual framework, we examined the principal elements (the structure, culture, rules, and technologies of conducting secrecy) of the secrecy paradigm and its processes (the classification of information, how it is safeguarded, and how it becomes available to the public). Together, the way these elements and processes perform individually and interact with each other determines the overall performance of the secrecy paradigm. We evaluated this performance and, where it is found wanting, offer recommendations to improve it. Notably, we identified no arguments, even from current government security practitioners who might be expected to resist reform, in favor of retaining the status quo. At the same time, we found no compelling suggestions for any alternative approach that could replace the current secrecy paradigm. Accordingly, we offer observations and recommendations for what we call a “paradigm shift” that we believe would, if implemented, substantially improve the way official secrets are created, protected, and released.

The Secrecy Paradigm

When we describe secrecy as a paradigm, following Kuhn’s emphasis on problem-solving ideas and the professionals engaged in them, we refer to both the essential body of ideas about secrecy and the national security practitioners that produce and implement these ideas. In the contemporary United States, keeping secrets safe to help protect the security of the nation and the countervailing aims to limit the creation of secrets in the name of openness and transparency—both key principles of Executive Order (EO) 13526—are the twin problems that the present secrecy paradigm is supposed to solve. The headline challenges that the present secrecy paradigm faces are largely a result of the failure of adaptation. The present secrecy paradigm was created in the years after World War II, when secrets, and the people cleared for access to them, were far fewer. Secrets were produced only in hard copy and protected in safes, without electronic means of proliferation. As technology advanced and secrets proliferated—both at transformative rates—secrecy protection did not keep pace, and neither did a much-hoped-for improvement in transparency. For many inside the system, and for others critiquing it from the outside, the performance of the present secrecy paradigm is simply failing to adapt to the Information Age. If a failing paradigm cannot solve its legacy problems, it should be modernized or replaced by one that will. Even without a complete replacement, the old system can still undergo a paradigm shift that will come closer to full success in solving the 21st-century problems of managing secrecy. Our selection of paradigm as a conceptual model to examine secrecy is motivated partly by the inherent power of the concept (below) and by the shortcomings of the present literature examining the subject.

In general, the voluminous literature on secrecy can be sorted into three loosely defined genres:

- “big picture” advocacy arguments that secrecy is excessive and reducing it should be a top priority,
or that secrecy is so vital to national security that reducing it should be only a secondary goal. • narrow-focus studies of technical or other secrecy issues, such as classification, media leaks, and foreign espionage
• official government commission or task force reports that recommend fixes to deficiencies in secrecy.

Notwithstanding the considerable virtues of most of the studies we examined, neither individually nor even collectively do they fully diagnose and prescribe treatment for the broad range of maladies that hobble a failing secrecy paradigm. Each identifies specific issues, but none examines the core problems in a way to identify and attack even most of them. The present literature on secrecy is encumbered by the absence of any conceptual framework with the theoretical power and reach needed to address the modernization of secrecy—not only classification issues but also safeguarding and disclosure—and synchronize it with the onerous requirements of the 21st century. Our use of the paradigm concept presents a basis for comprehensive theoretical insights into secrecy—defining the component parts and processes of secrecy, highlighting hidden relationships among these parts and processes, providing rigorous criteria to evaluate their performance, connecting the seemingly disconnected, and generating ideas and hypotheses to create evidence-based policy recommendations that can mitigate or reverse secrecy performance failings. Adopting this approach to examining secrecy requires the identification of paradigm content and boundaries that will focus attention on the chief performance components of secrecy management. We define the “secrecy paradigm” as the combination of its elements—structure, culture, rules, and technologies—that shape or regulate the processes of classification, safeguarding, and disclosure of the nation’s secrets.

Paradigm Elements

The four elements included here—structure, culture, rules, and technologies—are intended to define both the key boundaries of the conduct of secrecy and the dynamics of human and technical engagement in its operations.

The structure of the secrecy paradigm refers to the principal institutions and organizations that carry out all or most of their work in secret or have major equities in the conduct and management of government secrecy. It also encompasses the shared power arrangements among these institutions and organizations, both within executive
branch organizations and between the executive and legislative branches.

The *culture* of the secrecy paradigm refers to the attitudes, values, and beliefs of government officials, stakeholders, observers, and relevant publics toward issues involving the classification and release of classified information. In some government organizational cultures, secrecy has high importance, while in others, secrecy requirements can often impede departmental business. Such differences illustrate a wide diversity of approaches to making, protecting, and releasing classified information.

The *rules* of the secrecy paradigm encompass the laws, EOs, regulations, and court decisions that bear on how government manages issues of secrecy. Prominent among these are several key statutes, the numerous EOs that provide broad policy guidance on secrecy management, program classification guides, declassification directives, and assorted nondisclosure agreements that employees typically sign as a condition of access to employment or classified information.

Finally, *technologies* of the secrecy paradigm are the newest element. The chasm between the primitive technologies of the formative stages of the secrecy paradigm and today’s Information Age technologies marks the biggest change across the seven-decade span of post-war management of government secrets. Technology is a double-edged sword for both protecting and releasing secret information—it is a powerful force for modernization and information sharing, but it is also a potential master key to vaults of priceless information targeted by insider threats and foreign adversaries.

**Paradigm Processes**

Processes are distinct from paradigm elements per se, but they are clearly influenced by them. Three connected processes capture the life cycle of secrets: how information becomes secret, how secrets are protected and transmitted, and how they become information that is no longer secret (Figure 1).

**Classification:** Secrets are created when information becomes classified as national security information at the levels of Confidential, Secret, or Top Secret by the act of authorized officials who believe that its disclosure could cause damage to U.S. national defense or foreign relations. This process is decentralized, with separate agencies deciding which of their information requires the protection that classification is intended to provide.

**Safeguarding:** Secrets are routinely protected in classified channels through such security measures as classified markings, special handling procedures, fences, safes and locks, computer passwords, and firewalled information technology (IT) systems. These measures, along with related restrictions designed to limit exposure of secret information to only those authorized to see it, are all intended to limit physical and electronic access.

**Disclosure:** Processes for disclosing secrets—breaking them out of routine classification protection and making them available to those who would not otherwise see them—can take two basic tracks. Authorized disclosures are officially declassified or shared secrets released through formal decisions of government. Unauthorized disclosures are secrets illegally released against government intent. Some unauthorized disclosures appear in the media as leaks of classified information, while others are obtained by foreign governments through espionage. We address
issues of unauthorized disclosure under the safeguarding process of the paradigm and address authorized disclosure as its own paradigm process.

**Evaluating the Secrecy Paradigm**

Overall paradigm performance can be assessed on how well or poorly each paradigm element and process performs in satisfying its respective functions and goals.

**Paradigm Elements: Evaluation and Recommended Remedies**

How do the paradigm elements—structure, culture, rules, and technologies—affect the performance of the secrecy paradigm? If these elements hamper performance, what can be done to improve them?

**Structure**

The structure of the secrecy paradigm—i.e., the national security institutions that require secrecy for their work and the shared power arrangements among them—is a key driver in paradigm performance. These organizations include the 17 members of the IC, as well as significant non-IC components of the Departments of Defense, State, Homeland Security, Energy, Justice (including the Federal Bureau of Investigation [FBI]), and the White House. Other organizations include a second structural layer that advises or oversees the foregoing organizations on secrecy matters, such as the ISOO and the PIDB.

While these organizations operate with top-down guidance found chiefly in laws and EOs, secrecy execution is notably decentralized. This tension between centralization and the local autonomy that agencies exercise on a day-to-day basis reveals a problem that has grown in the
The secrecy paradigm operates with a distributed power arrangement that allocates secrecy responsibilities and authorities among the key participants. With the national government providing overarching guidance and direction, component agencies and elements execute the actions needed to protect secrets and move information into or out of the secrecy paradigm. This structural impact on secrecy is far reaching: What ultimately becomes secret is largely a matter of agency decisionmaking, as are actions affecting information protection and declassification.

Assessing “damage” is a case in point: The official rationale for classifying information is based on the degree of potential harm its loss could cause to the United States if divulged without authorization. However, EO 13526 provides no detailed explanation of how such damage should be determined. While these issues are sometimes covered in discrete classification guides, rigor and uniformity in execution can be elusive, even within a single agency. This necessarily leads to ambiguity and subjectivity in the localized classification process. These varied outcomes further complicate and confuse later declassification decisions (often nondecisions). The effects of ambiguity and subjectivity inherent in both classification and declassification are thus amplified by agency autonomy. For example, excessive decentralization may provide a poor framework for the greater protection of fragile sources and methods that remain a sine qua non for effective intelligence.
Evaluation of Structure

Structurally, excessive decentralization of agency-level decisionmaking about secrecy has contributed to overly complex, largely subjective classification and declassification decisions; poor definitions of key terms and concepts that hamper legitimate secrecy goals with their ambiguities and lack of rigor; and insufficient safeguarding measures, which permit unacceptable exposure and unauthorized disclosures of important secrets that need much greater protection than they currently receive. While substantial decentralization has its benefits, the lack of clearer, more-rigorous centralized direction has also contributed to excessively complex and varied classification outcomes, inconsistent protection for intelligence sources and methods, and lagging declassification and transparency. Reducing ambiguity and confusion resulting from local autonomy among agencies suggests that a review is needed of the way secrecy authorities are distributed within the executive branch—and that a greater oversight or legislative role for Congress is possibly necessary. Greater specificity can be achieved through more-centralized authorities that define, regulate, and manage the conduct of secrecy.

Recommended Remedies

Greater centralization and clarity in secrecy policy through a single policymaking designee or body with meaningful enforcement authorities can better address such interagency issues as classification and declassification guidance, uniform training and certification standards, IT systems, and other services of common concern. Within the IC, centralization could bolster enhanced protection of intelligence sources and methods. But more centralization in itself will be ineffective without a clear recognition that one size does not fit all, and perhaps should not, when different elements of government legitimately have different missions, needs, and cultures. Therefore, different agencies may be allowed different paths to achieve the same goals, so long as they are consistent with centralized direction.

Congressional consideration and potential enactment of a comprehensive secrecy and transparency statute accompanied by sufficient appropriations. Such legislation could establish a policy framework to provide much-needed guidance for all elements of government, to improve the government’s ability to better protect classified information, and to improve governmental transparency by releasing secrets that no longer require classified protection. Such a law could establish policy and oversight requirements for successful secrecy, including establishing, while respecting presidential authorities, more-rigorous and -standardized criteria for identifying and protecting secrets as well as accountability for both the protection (e.g., antileaks legislation) and transparency (e.g., meeting declassification milestones) goals of paradigm performance.

Culture

The cultures of government organizations can be even more important in driving—or resisting—reform than the institutions themselves. In matters of secrecy, organizational cultures vary widely. Some organizations are conflicted within by a cultural duality that simultaneously favors and opposes secrecy. For example, parts of the Department of Energy’s workforce have favored open scientific inquiry and exchange of ideas, even with foreigners, while other parts of the department have opposed such
openness for reasons of protecting sensitive, often classified, nuclear secrets.13 The National Imagery and Mapping Agency, now the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA), was created in 1996 by merging secrecy-prone intelligence organizations with more-open mapping organizations that provided services for public aerospace and maritime navigation. These disparate cultures still frequently collide, with some staff pushing information sharing with mission partners and others resisting on secrecy grounds. Some evolution is evident in a trend toward openness, in which senior leaders are launching a number of initiatives to better manage these cultural conflicts. A notable example is reflected in NGA’s new consolidated classification guide (discussed below).14

Two organizations illustrate contrasting cultures of secrecy and openness, and their different approaches mirror their different missions. The well-founded reputation of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) as highly secretive results in part from the clandestine nature of its mission to collect foreign intelligence through human espionage and hidden technical means and to conduct covert action influence operations. The Department of State, on the other hand, sometimes finds secrecy as an impediment to relations with foreign citizens, as discretion is valued but spying is not in the diplomatic tool kit. As one veteran of both organizations expressed it, “Unless you want a State Department so secure that it is ineffective, or a CIA that is so leaky that it is ineffective, these differences are a good thing.”15

Dissimilar cultures also shape contrasting institutional positions on dealing with leaks of classified information. A seasoned intelligence officer, for example, argued that the fully cleared government officers who leak neither understand intelligence nor realize the damage their leaks might cause. The problem, he added, lies with giving too much classified information to too many others outside the IC, who then leak that information to unauthorized recipients, such as the press.16 While no open-source research presents comparative data addressing the proportion of intelligence users (as opposed to intelligence producers) in the policy community who account for serious leaks, a journalist’s study found that the primary government sources of serious leaks are senior political appointees, policymakers, and senior executives from executive branch agencies, along with members of Congress and their staffs.17 Journalist Elie Abel cited data from a Harvard survey of former federal officials in policymaking positions in which 42 percent of those respondents acknowledged leaking classified information to the media. Abel characterized the majority of these unauthorized disclosures as “policy leak[s].”18 A RAND Corporation study by two of the authors of this Perspective addressed the culture of leaking at the Department of Defense and noted that in the Department of Defense, as in other government organizations, much of the classified leaking is the result of a culture of acceptance and permissibility.19

Cultural issues also inhibit openness and transparency, contributing to overclassification. A 2012 report by the PIDB, for example, criticized the overall government culture of secrecy and lack of information sharing both inside the government and with the public, stating, “in its mission to support national security, [the government] keeps too many secrets, and keeps them too long; it is overly complex; it obstructs desirable information sharing inside of government and with the public.”20 Worse, according to the PIDB, overclassification is a consequence of having
an institutional culture of caution, with every incentive to avoid risk rather than to manage it. According to one expert in classification and declassification issues, most classifiers have been culturally taught only to look for reasons to classify, not to look for reasons to leave something unclassified or to compose information with an uncleared audience in mind. The Moynihan Commission’s report urged adoption of a risk-management (instead of a no-risk) approach to classification decisions, and the more recent study by the Brennan Center recommended that performance evaluation measures be used to change cultures and deter and hold accountable those who overclassify.

Evaluation of Culture
Institutional cultures show great variation in attitudes and approaches toward secrecy, even within individual agencies. The principal flaws in the culture of secrecy concern the differing acceptability and limited understanding of widely disparate practices that highlight, if not exacerbate, ambiguities, inconsistencies, and divergence in how issues of secrecy are treated. Some reveal a cultural bias that favors overclassification and leans against transparency and declassification, while others may have a tendency to underclassify and have a more permissive attitude toward leaking. These differing practices in transparency and declassification also suggest that basic assumptions regarding secrecy are not universally shared. Little meaningful change is likely without addressing cultural dispositions toward secrecy.

Recommended Remedies
A concerted national-level leadership effort, supported by the National Security Council, to forge a common understanding of responsible and balanced secrecy reform—including greater transparency—among the culturally diverse organizations that make up the national security community. Cultural changes are much needed for agencies that operate largely in secret, and training is required to address attitudinal resistance to modernizing the secrecy paradigm.
Specific training and education upgrades, including the development of a professional secrecy ethic as a core competency spanning both protection and openness goals; a zero-tolerance policy on leaking classified information; mandatory training for classifiers, declasifiers, and users of classified information (including all new incoming officials) with annual certification requirements; a risk-management, rather than a no-risk, approach; and greater openness, including disincentives for overclassification. We support the PIDB recommendation that training "should address cultural bias that favors classification, and often over-classification, through coordinated, consistent education that underscores the responsibility to not classify in the presence of doubt."\(^{25}\)

Rules

Key rules of the secrecy paradigm guide and regulate permissible behavior for its practitioners. These rules address how information is classified and declassified, how personnel are vetted to handle classified information, and when information should be shared or protected.

In general, the rules involved in classification decisions are esoteric, agency-specific, and often unclear. Worse, according to an official knowledgeable about classification and declassification guidance, many of those who must follow them frequently do not understand why they are making the classification or declassification decisions they make.\(^{26}\) In some agencies, those responsible for following the rules when they make classification decisions rarely interact with those who perform declassification, creating additional challenges when it comes time to evaluate whether material should remain classified.\(^{27}\)

Perhaps the overriding criticism of secrecy rules is the lack of rigor and clarity in definitions and expectations; excessive subjectivity in rule implementation; and confusing and often conflicting guidance on what should constitute a secret, why secrets are kept, and how long secrets should remain protected. The result is a vastly more complicated and far larger body of classified information than perhaps intended by national-level EO guidance.

Rules for personnel vetting require serious review. The White House’s recent focus on leakers and spies demonstrates that present vetting procedures are failing at some level, as some personnel who have been deemed trustworthy at an early point in their careers are not as trustworthy later.\(^{28}\) The rules for vetting applicants and renewing existing clearances have failed to prevent major penetrations and compromises of classified information.

Finally, the emphasis on greater intelligence sharing since 9/11, however worthy, has resulted in confusion about which protected information can be shared and when. Interpreting what “responsibility to share” means—especially when balanced against the contradictory “need to know” principle—is difficult. As interpreted by different managers and different agencies, these countervailing tensions produce confused or contradictory decisions about what to share and what to withhold. This area of uncertain guidance results in workforce puzzlement in more than one agency.

Evaluation of Rules

Rules affecting secrecy are often confusing and lack rigorous definitions, expectations, and enforcement. As a number of our interviewees asserted, much of the day-to-day rulemaking and execution in secrecy are arcane,
agency-specific, and unclear to employees. Classification and declassification appear to follow different standards of secrecy. Rules for personnel vetting appear demonstrably inadequate in timely screening of the reliable workforce needed for improved protection of classified information. Important definitions are often poor, inconsistent, or absent. As one information management official put it, training is spotty and of mixed effectiveness. Contradictory rules for information sharing and protection require deconfliction and greater clarity.

Recommended Remedies

**Ensure that rules for classification and declassification are better connected and more rigorous, better define key terms, and clarify confusing language.** A notable example of confusion is the definition of “harm” or “damage” when secrecy is compromised.

**Review options for and enact a comprehensive national framework that defines the meaning of “national security.”** Currently, classification protections apply exclusively to information relating to national defense and foreign relations; this information is under executive branch control. Yet compromises in other information categories such as critical infrastructure vulnerabilities; power grids and ports; and sensitive information in banking, economics, agriculture, and energy could also damage national security if disclosed to hostile foreign entities. A statutory framework could establish policies, objectives, and priorities that reflect the importance of interests that are outside the current classification system but warrant protection.

**Mandate a single, comprehensive classification guide to span an entire agency’s classified activities, then seek more government-wide consistency across the new guides.** The ambitious NGA consolidated security classification guide is an exemplar of a guide intended to enhance both protection and transparency goals. It provides rigorous guidance to determine the value of the information to be protected, the potential damage if disclosed, and how users can deal with specific classified information in an unclassified way.

**Intensify the push for more-robust vetting rules for security clearances, including evidence-based and more-reliable predictive models of security trustworthiness.** More research funding is needed to support a more analytical, evidentiary basis for a personnel vetting system that better suits the 21st century.

**Ensure vigorous new and ongoing training and education programs** that reinforce the vital role of rules and their enforcement and address human resources recruitment and screening of new applicants as well as intra- or interagency transfers and reassignments.

**Technologies**

As the PIDB has emphasized, technology has revolutionized the way information is created, stored, transmitted, and accessed. Through our interviews, we found that there is much discussion of and interest in, as well as some ongoing development of, more-effective technology; however, there is still much more to be done. While technology can greatly improve classified information processing—such as improving the ability to classify, maintain, track, and sort certain kinds of classified material—it is neither widely used nor trusted for this purpose. Cutting-edge technologies can help automate both classification and declassification through innovations in metadata use. However,
The development of the technologies needed for dramatic improvements in declassification (single-document analysis requiring the application of potentially thousands of rules to each and every document) are poorly incentivized by the government. The massive amount of classified data, as well as a lack of resources for declassification, impede the government’s ability to move information out of the secrecy paradigm.34

Similarly, the development of the technologies needed for dramatic improvements in declassification (single-document analysis requiring the application of potentially thousands of rules to each and every document) are poorly incentivized by the government. Properly resourced, better technology could reverse the mountainous backlog (see box on p. 21) in declassification and accelerate its capacity to meet even modest goals.35 As one declassification expert explained, with rare exceptions, this kind of technology is not being developed. Until declassification programs are made a national priority with a funding element that cannot be diverted elsewhere, there will be no real progress for many years.36

A related technological concern is the potential insider threat of downloading volumes of classified data onto a thumb drive or compact disc and removing the data from a secure facility undetected. The massive leaks by both Manning and Snowden, as senior IC leaders have described them,37 involve literally hundreds of thousands of unauthorized disclosures and dramatically illustrate these vulnerabilities. A recent study has emphasized the growing role of information and communications technologies in both classified leaks and in espionage: Referring to “disclosures by the terabyte,” the study notes that a “bureaucrat can hide a library’s worth of documents on a key fob, and scatter them over the internet to a dozen countries during a cigarette break.”38 Without significant changes in both technology and policy, these vulnerabilities are likely to be with us for quite some time. As expressed by one expert,

[t]he creation of massive electronic repositories filled with sensitive information, the need for millions of employees to access these systems, and the shift in policy to permit the widest possible access to information created a perfect storm that is leading to a catastrophic failure of the classification system.39

Continuous monitoring and continuous evaluation are recent government initiatives to improve the ability to deter and detect security risks to classified information through better auditing. Continuous monitoring focuses on IT systems and emphasizes communications, and continuous
evaluation focuses on personnel security. However, the potential contribution of modern technology to these vital functions remains vast compared with its actual use.\textsuperscript{40}

**Evaluation of Technologies**

The weakest of the four elements, technology is seriously lagging in key areas of classification, protection, and declassification. The difference between the primitive technologies of the formative stages of the secrecy paradigm and today’s Information Age technology is the biggest change across the seven-decade span of post-war management of government secrets. Meanwhile, government technology has not kept pace. The stunning heists of classified information by Manning and Snowden demonstrated dramatic technology failings, as well as many other protection breakdowns. Technology is at once a powerful force for helpful modernization and a source of harm if technological weaknesses enable foreign plundering of U.S. vaults of priceless information. Poorly funded and incentivized, much-needed cutting-edge technology development is presently underutilized to support enhanced classification, secrecy protection, and greater transparency—the principal goals of EO 13526—but the potential of such technologies for improving the adequacy of the secrecy paradigm is still quite substantial.

**Recommended Remedies**

**Mandate technological innovation for classified information management to significantly elevate the role of technology to support better and more-efficient classification and declassification decisions.** This will help control access to sensitive information to only those who need it and assist with better auditing of IT usage along with use of hard copy documents and such physical security devices as safes, locks, sensitive compartmented information facilities, and storage containers for soft and hard copies.

**Ensure technological support for front-loading metadata.** This innovation would seek to properly and consistently write guides into the machines that tag information and have those tags follow the information wherever it goes. This technological boost will greatly support later declassification decisions, thus assisting transparency.

**Establish comprehensive technology planning for a next-generation secrecy paradigm.** This can best be achieved through an interagency task force combining the best technologists, security professionals, and transparency advocates with a mandate to bring the pre-digital age secrecy paradigm squarely into the 21st century.

**Paradigm Processes: Evaluation and Recommended Remedies**

How do the paradigm processes—classification, safeguarding, and authorized disclosures—affect the performance of the secrecy paradigm? If they hamper performance, what can be done to improve them?

**Classification**

The U.S. government classifies information to protect the defense and foreign relations of the nation. Without some measure of secrecy, the security of the United States would risk unacceptable exposure and vulnerability. Yet the classification process is often inconsistent. The Moynihan Commission pointed out over 20 years ago that classification then was notable for “the absence of clear standards to gauge the need for and type of protection.”\textsuperscript{41} This
significant deficiency has almost certainly worsened. The reasons are deeply rooted, and some are systemic.

As noted, a key structural attribute of classification is that it is necessarily agency-based. As each unique fact or item is considered for classification, no one is better qualified to determine its level of classification than the agency that either produced that information or derived it from other classified information. An enormous amount of diverse information becomes classified through decisions that are largely *sui generis* to individual agencies. Thus, the decision process inevitably invites an inherent organization-biased subjectivity, producing a wide range of definitions of what constitutes a classified item; the level of classification assigned to the same type of information may vary from agency to agency. The result is that classification labels may not be reliable indicators of genuine sensitivity, nor of what should necessarily be classified.

Governmental struggles with overclassification have a long history. Current government data indicate that when declassification reviews are requested by the public, at least part of the document is released approximately 92 percent of the time.\(^42\) This suggests that significant amounts of unclassified information are not accessible to the public until someone petitions to have the information released, potentially eroding public confidence in government classification practices.

The growth in classification decisions in the 20-year period of 1995–2015 has been dramatic. A comparison of the number of 1995 classification decisions in Table 1 shows that while original classification decisions almost doubled over the past two decades, derivative decisions have expanded by 148 times.

Possible consequences of unnecessary or excessive classification are impaired accountability and a decline in public trust. The Moynihan Commission argued that the public is left “uninformed of decisions of great consequence. As a result, there may be a heightened degree of cynicism and distrust of government.”\(^43\) A government records management official pointed out that a combination of classifying (or overclassifying) documents at a high rate and a lagging declassification system may create a serious process discrepancy, the impact of which may limit public understanding.\(^44\) In addition, security classification has financial implications. A government estimate in 2010 put the figure spent on classification at roughly $10.8 billion, and this figure did not even include the efforts of some of the largest intelligence agencies.\(^45\)

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1995</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original classifications</td>
<td>21,871</td>
<td>39,240</td>
<td>1.8 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivative classifications</td>
<td>374,244</td>
<td>55,206,368</td>
<td>148 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>396,115</td>
<td>55,245,608</td>
<td>139 times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Detailed guidance for making classification decisions is found in program- or agency-level classification guides, which vary greatly. In a notably innovative approach, NGA recently undertook an effort to eliminate its previous 65 guides and replace them with a single consolidated security classification guide. This superseding document aims to improve both protection and transparency by “building higher walls around fewer secrets.” It produced a noteworthy 82-percent reduction in classified line items, removing more than 2,500 (mainly because of duplication and ambiguous statements), made 45 classification downgrades, and eliminated the Confidential category. It also explains why specific information is protected, describes the potential damage in the event of its disclosure, and guides users how to address classified items in unclassified ways. With the promise of affording better protection when needed while facilitating greater transparency and information sharing, NGA’s approach may help make a seemingly intractable problem tractable.

Evaluation of Classification
No truly standardized classification system exists to guide all agencies, and classification is characterized by unclear or confusing guidance and lack of rigorous standards. Inconsistencies abound. Different agencies and even different people can and often do classify the same information differently or even come to different decisions on whether to classify at all. Specifying damage-if-disclosed is a subjective and almost wholly conjectural process. Allowing that classification decisions are based on guidance, experience, reason, common sense, and caution—intended to be fair judgments, not wild guesswork—they are still, in the end, more subjective than not. Given the inherent institutional and cultural biases discussed above, any consequent overclassification—likely a frequent occurrence—impedes the goal of openness and transparency. The levels of projected harm from the unauthorized disclosure of classified information (damage, serious damage, and exceptionally grave damage for Confidential, Secret, and Top Secret, respectively) are neither authoritatively nor rigorously defined. There is no check on what classification labels really mean. This creates an environment in which there are potentially higher costs for underclassification because of greater exposure for sensitive information but no real penalties for overclassification; erring on the side of caution supports greater protection and does little discernible harm, as any reduction in potential transparency goes unnoticed. All this happens while the rate of classification is growing dramatically, with little or no connection between the classification and declassification processes.

Recommended Remedies
Evaluate the significant pros and cons of implementing the PIDB recommendation for a two-tiered classification system. This approach, now introduced in NGA’s new classification guide, would provide the strongest protection to Top Secret information, less protection to Secret information, and eliminate the present Confidential category.

Establish greater validity in classification decisions through more-explicit criteria and standards to ensure that information is appropriately classified and provide a clearer, sounder basis for subsequent declassification decisions. Such criteria should address the value of the information protected, the resulting damage of its compromise, and the level and duration of protection needed. In addition, clarify what is meant by requiring classifiers to
“identify” damage, as well as the “reasonable likelihood” that damage could result to national security.

**Clarify what it means to balance protection versus disclosure** by providing meaningful criteria and guidance for those who are involved in classification, including shelf life, through clearer policies, standards, and requirements relating to the duration needed for classified protection.

**Distinguish intelligence information that must be classified because it would reveal a source or method from substantive information that can be shared more widely** to ensure better-informed policymakers, legislators, and citizens. Require all classified information to be disseminated to users be prepared in **tear-line format** to easily distinguish what can be shared without risking compromise to sources and methods.

**Develop better training and awareness about over-classification and common errors** and train those who make them how to make better classification decisions.

**Safeguarding**

Protecting classified information is largely a security and counterintelligence function. While the lion’s share of this information appears to be well protected, and carelessness and human error are inevitable, significant cases of foreign espionage and unauthorized disclosures tell an alarming story: The United States isn’t able to keep some of its most important secrets, and the implications of the damaging disclosures are often exceptionally serious and largely incalculable in dollars and in degraded intelligence, military, and diplomatic capabilities.

**Espionage.** The United States has long been a high-priority target of foreign adversaries, which recruit Americans in their efforts to steal U.S. secrets. Since the end of World War II, well over 200 Americans have been identified and prosecuted for committing espionage. Others have been caught but for assorted reasons have not been prosecuted. An unknown number have evaded detection or capture.49

Authoritative studies, such as those by Defense Personnel Security Research Center (PERSEREC), show that, since 1947, U.S. spies have provided, or tried to provide, classified information to 26 foreign countries and to al-Qaida. Russia (we include the the Soviet Union in this definition) has enjoyed the greatest success, with roughly 86 penetrations of U.S. national security organizations from 1947 to 2007. The former Warsaw Pact countries of East Germany, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland ran 29 U.S. spies; China ran 13; and Cuba ran nine. The loss of U.S. classified information due to these combined 137 penetrations can be described as wide-ranging and exceptionally damaging. As many as ten allied or friendly countries—such as Israel, the Philippines, and Taiwan—can also claim espionage successes against the United States.50

Although classified damage assessments have been conducted on most individual cases, with the exception of a single study conducted in the mid-1980s, we are unaware of any other comprehensive damage assessment of multiple spy cases, even just for major cases. Still, several notable cases are illustrative: The Walker (Navy) spy ring compromised key cards for enciphering messages and at least a million U.S. military and intelligence classified messages. The Conrad (Army) spy ring compromised Top Secret manuals on military communications and details of nuclear weapons and U.S. and North Atlantic Treaty Organization plans for moving troops, tanks, and aircraft.51
Spies Aldrich Ames (CIA) and Robert Hanssen (FBI) were just as damaging to U.S. intelligence. Ames compromised the identities of perhaps a dozen U.S. penetrations of the Soviet Union, at least ten of whom were executed; much of the U.S. double agent program against Russia; the tradecraft of agent operations and communications; ongoing technical collection operations; and hundreds of Top Secret intelligence analyses, including some scenarios of how the Russians could cheat on treaties. Hanssen went undetected for 22 years and compromised over 6,000 pages of classified documents, the identities of seven U.S. penetrations (three were executed), and details of many U.S. counterintelligence operations and of the most sensitive and highly compartmented IC and nuclear defense projects.\footnote{52}

Sixteen spies have passed highly damaging information on classified sources and methods pertaining to all four U.S. collection disciplines. When classified collection capabilities are compromised, major targets of U.S. intelligence can develop denial countermeasures to the exposed collection techniques, including enhanced counterintelligence against human intelligence collection, harder encryption and landline and courier transmissions against signals intelligence collection, and camouflage and concealment against imagery and geospatial intelligence collection. Adversaries with a detailed understanding of how U.S. intelligence works against them are better enabled to conduct deception against the United States by manipulating information and creating disinformation to spread through compromised channels. Unless such collected information is recognized as deceptive, it can influence U.S. analytical judgments provided to policymakers.\footnote{53}

**Leaks.** Unauthorized disclosures to the media that are published for the world to see, as former Director of Central Intelligence George Tenet told Congress, can be every bit as damaging as espionage.\footnote{54} The volume and seriousness of leaks have not abated since this gloomy characterization nearly 20 years ago. Rather, with the massive Snowden and Manning disclosures, abetted by WikiLeaks and other internet exposure, Tenet’s alarm has become understatement. As with spy cases, detailed damage assessments remain classified. But we have learned much from reliable public sources to characterize some of the harm from serious leaks. The following cases represent the tip of the iceberg:

- **Snowden and signals intelligence.** Snowden exposed how the United States tracks terrorists via emails, social media, and cell phones. The director of the National Counterterrorism Center stated, “We’ve lost ability to intercept the communications of the key terrorist operatives and leaders. . . . We have specific examples of terrorists who have adopted greater security measures in the last year, including various types of encryption.” An intelligence specialist noted that the leader of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, had altered his communications to avoid detection. Electronic eavesdropping techniques used against al-Qaida in Iraq no longer worked. Based on Snowden’s revelations, al-Qaida published a 7.5-minute video guide on the internet on how to avoid detection.\footnote{55}

- **9/11 and signals intelligence.** After the 9/11 attacks, U.S. intelligence was criticized for not providing better warning of al-Qaida’s intentions. Referring to leaked intelligence supporting the 1998 cruise missile strikes against al-Qaida training camps in Afghanistan, then–White House Press Secretary
Ari Fleischer provided part of the explanation in a press conference: “[I]t was revealed publicly that the United States had [been intercepting] Osama bin Laden’s satellite phone. As soon as it was publicly revealed, we never heard from that source again. We never again heard from that satellite phone. . . . That can damage America’s ability to know important information that this government needs to protect the country.”

- **A CIA asset killed through press exposure.**
  Although his body has never been found, a CIA terrorist source is assumed to have been killed after an August 21, 1995, front-page article in the *New York Times*—despite the CIA’s strenuous efforts to prevent publication—revealed his identifying details; the asset disappeared shortly after this exposure. His intelligence reporting on terrorism was judged to have been of incalculable value.

- **Imagery and the surprise Indian nuclear tests.**
  Both authorized and unauthorized disclosures about intelligence techniques can be damaging. In this case, classified imagery had been used to support a diplomatic démarche asking India to stand down on its plans to test nuclear weapons in 1995; the imagery became the topic of press coverage based on leaked intelligence. The Indians then used countermeasures learned from these disclosures to prevent future satellite imagery from detecting signatures of preparation for their 1998 nuclear tests—and they caught the United States by surprise.

  Motivations for leaking include the political impetus to support or oppose policy, ego gratification, cultivating goodwill with the media, whistleblowing, and self-interest for personal or professional advantage; the activity is widespread. Whatever the motive, some leakers have expressed the belief they are serving the public good and have tried to invoke whistleblower protection, regardless of the damage their leaking may have caused.

  Leaking classified information is illegal. There are certainly many more leakers than spies, but they are rarely identified and held accountable for their crimes. During the period of 2005–2009, intelligence agencies filed 153 crimes reports of classified leaks to the press with the Department of Justice. However, only 24 leakers were investigated, only half were identified, and only a single indictment was issued. The record improved markedly between 2009 and 2013, with seven successful prosecutions of leaking to the media, demonstrating that a determined government can establish legal accountability for unauthorized disclosures when investigations are pursued and successfully conducted. Some legal experts argue that the present laws are ill-equipped to deal with leaks and should be revised. Others have countered that the laws themselves are adequate but should be examined to determine whether comprehensive legislation to deal specifically with leakers provides a viable alternative. It is clear, however, that those seeking to use criminal laws to deal with leaks face many obstacles—practical and legal—so that a review of the current legal system for dealing with leaks, whistleblower defenses, and freedom-of-the-press issues seems much in order.

  In sum, failures in the protection of government secrets can wreak untold and incalculable damage to U.S. national security. A major failing of the secrecy paradigm is its mixed performance in the prevention and detection of espionage, along with its inability to consistently deter,
apprehend, and hold leakers accountable for their violations of law.67

Evaluation of Safeguarding
A significant failing of the secrecy paradigm is its inability to protect classified information. As damaging as the more than 200 Cold War and post–Cold War espionage cases have been, classified leaks are arguably even worse, certainly in numbers and very likely in harm. These leaks are especially harmful in regard to intelligence sources and methods. The seriousness of these illegal breaches highlights the failure of the present secrecy paradigm to protect thousands of its most guarded secrets—many at the Top Secret level.68 There is little reason to believe the situation will improve and, lacking any fundamental corrective measures, reason to expect it may get even worse.

The government’s ability to properly protect classified information has almost certainly declined over time, owing to vulnerabilities in information and communications technologies that have been used for both unauthorized disclosures and espionage.69 This decline probably correlates with the skyrocketing growth in the amount of secrets produced and with the correspondingly high growth in the numbers of people cleared to view classified information (now estimated at over 4 million).70 The chronic inability to stem unauthorized disclosures from media leaks and foreign espionage presents the most convincing evidence of the failure of the present secrecy paradigm. The persistent success of spies and leakers, today rightly defined as “insider threats,” constitutes a daunting challenge to the present means of protecting classified information, the effectiveness of which appears to be in rapid decline.

Recommended Remedies
Vigorously restore the need-to-know principle to curtail unneeded access which puts classified information at risk. This could require an interagency study to implement the principle throughout the cleared workforces. A task force chaired by the National Security Council, including senior-level stakeholder representatives, should seek to establish common standards for definitions and implementation.

Create an access management system that categorizes all classified information into finite areas of substantive knowledge.71 Access to particular categories would be allowed only on the basis of an individual’s need to know. Collectors and original classifiers would be required to bin newly created information into one or more of these categories. Every cleared national security professional and appropriate administrative staff would be authorized access to a limited number of bins, depending on job assignment and seniority; junior personnel would have access to only one or a few categories, and seniors would be permitted greater access, consistent with their responsibilities. In the access management system, the need-to-know criterion, defined specifically for every cleared employee by the employee’s supervisor, would be rigorously enforced, and information access and usage would be regularly monitored and audited.

Consider reducing the large numbers of cleared government and contractor personnel.72 Security clearances throughout the entire national security workforce need to be authorized with greater care and discrimination than in the past. Security experts need to reconsider the actual requirements for cleared employees through a zero-based review to determine who genuinely needs classified
information to conduct their work. Based on the numbers cleared and the determination of actual needs, the costs and trade-offs of a possible reduction can be systematically assessed. The rule of vigorous restrictions on the numbers of persons who are permitted access to especially sensitive information has proven to be a sound and successful principle for special access programs.

**Reduce the large numbers of cleared personnel who have broad access to highly classified information**—“broad access” is key, since the extent of harm by the most-damaging leakers and spies (e.g., Manning, Snowden, Hanssen, and Ames) was caused by their wide access to areas well beyond their legitimate need to know.

**Establish uncompromising accountability for leaking classified information to the media and internet sites like WikiLeaks.** Consider civil and criminal attributes of antileaks provisions in a comprehensive secrecy statute to enhance enforcement; seek ways to improve identification of anonymous leakers and unwavering implementation of sanctions through administrative, civil, and criminal law; and establish robust training to change the cultural tolerance for leaking from policy communities that leak.

**Provide robust support for continued enhancements in U.S. counterintelligence.** The recent counterintelligence upgrades need to be sustained without any diminution in priority, importance, or resources, and enhanced as needed.

### Authorized Disclosures

Greater transparency into the otherwise secret workings of government is achieved through authorized declassification of documents and official release of publicly requested classified information under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). These procedures, designed for greater openness, are intended to enhance government accountability by reducing the amount of official information the government can shield from public view through classification. In the wake of the Snowden disclosures, the U.S. government gave increased attention to the need for increased transparency in programs that may have an impact on privacy of U.S. persons. The President’s Review Group on Intelligence and Communications Technologies and the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board (PCLOB) reviewed various surveillance programs and made recommendations on measures the government could take to release more information and improve transparency about the programs. Congress also legislated increased transparency measures in the USA Freedom Act, which made statutory reforms in 2015, a few years after the Snowden unauthorized disclosures began. The Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI), on its own initiative, issued the Principles of Intelligence Transparency for the IC and is now statutorily required to release an annual Statistical Transparency Report presenting statistics on how often the government uses certain national security authorities.

What all this means for the government, in the end, is increased demands on the authorized disclosure process, which is a process that was already overburdened with requests and underresourced. Based on numerous interviews and on a joint RAND Corporation/American Bar Association workshop of experts and officials, we conclude that the government transparency efforts, however well-intentioned, are largely ineffective. Both declassification and FOIA efforts are significantly underresourced, low-priority, behind schedule, and falling further behind, suggesting that the rate and volume of declassification
can never come close to matching that of classification. Many interviewees and workshop participants agreed that government declassification efforts have not kept pace with operational realities and technological progress. While the rate of classification and storage capacity for classified information has increased, the ability to declassify has not increased at anywhere near the same pace. The work is intensive and slow, and decisionmaking rests upon individual reviewer choices, not decisions at the enterprise level. The sheer volume of classified material makes proper and timely declassification difficult.

Multiple interviewees highlighted the fact that classification and declassification review are handled by different groups in some agencies and therefore are inconsistently applied. The knowledge of why the material was classified in the first place resides more with the original or derivative classifier than with the declassification authority reviewing the material. In addition, declassification is almost never considered in a significant way when classification is decided. There has been a push in parts of some agencies to write reports prepared for release from the beginning of the classification process, but this “front-loading” adds time to the production of classified material at the beginning of a process, frequently competing with short timelines and operational demands. One IC interviewee pointed out that authorized disclosure work is extremely resource-constrained and that disclosure processes differ agency by agency, with no consistency. With so much agency decentralization in classification, and no real effort to connect the classifiers with the declassifiers, scheduled automatic declassification will be greatly slowed by necessary labor-intensive review. As explained by one declassification expert, “When things finally go up for automatic declassification, it’s going to be worse. We could front-load this work, but agencies won’t do it.”

Several interviews suggest that what is often deemed available for automatic declassification may not be declassified at the expected time for a variety of reasons. A workshop participant stated that very little that is supposed to be automatically declassified has actually been released. A key reason for this is a lack of manpower and resources. As one interviewee said, “Automatic declassification isn’t automatic. There’s not enough staffing to handle the requirements of declassification.”

The Near-Impossible Challenge of Declassification: Mountainous Backlog, Resource Canyon

“At one intelligence agency alone, it is estimated that approximately one petabyte of classified records data accumulates every 18 months. One petabyte of information is equivalent to approximately 20 million four-drawer filing cabinets filled with text, or about 13.3 years of high-definition video.

Under the current declassification model, it is estimated that one full-time employee can review ten four-drawer filing cabinets of text records in one year. In the above example, it is estimated that one intelligence agency would, therefore, require 2 million employees to review manually its one petabyte of information each year. Similarly, other agencies would hypothetically require millions more employees just to conduct their reviews.”

One declassification official asserted that technology can aid the declassification effort; a pilot initiative that uses natural-language processing may work well in declassifying material. Such technology seems promising to help clear the backlog, as it requires a manual quality check but not necessarily a full interagency review process. However, individual agencies, with their varying resources and capabilities, are unlikely to invest in and deploy this technology individually anytime soon.

FOIA is another measure that encourages agencies to be more proactive in authorized disclosure. Interviewees and workshop participants agreed that FOIA serves an important purpose supporting transparency. One interviewee noted that the large majority of requests come from a small number of politically driven petitioners who are responsible for much of the time-consuming work, backlogging the system and resulting in further delays for occasional petitioners, who have to wait in line far longer while massive requests overwhelm the capacity for judicious review. Similarly, one workshop participant said that nuisance requests are problematic because they take effort away from public-interest releases and that agencies should prioritize declassification efforts based on historical or other significance. Several workshop attendees believed that FOIA offices would need massive expansion to be fully functional.

Another issue in declassification and FOIA release is prematurely or inadvertently placing still-classified information into the public domain. The problem of authorized disclosures potentially causing damage to intelligence collection sources and methods was identified by the Silberman-Robb Weapons of Mass Destruction Commission. A Chinese intelligence publication identified a particularly egregious case, in which the Department of Energy declassified roughly 1.5 million items of nuclear materials. As the Chinese study explained it:

They reviewed a total of 388,000 documents in 33 days, so each reviewer had to review around 1,000 documents a day, about two a minute. The pace of the reviews was startling, and resulted in a large number of errors. . . . Some 19,400 documents were mistakenly declassified, and of these there were at least eight highly secret items regarding thermonuclear weapons.

Evaluation of Authorized Disclosures
The process for declassification and FOIA releases requires major overhaul and fundamental changes to improve openness and transparency performance to acceptable standards. There appears to be a consensus that the declassification system is overwhelmed and cannot realistically meet even modest expectations. The growth of classified information is quickly outpacing the capacity to later declassify it. The present approach to declassification and FOIA releases is failing in some ways because it is significantly underresourced, technology-deficient, and overwhelmed by a staggering workload that is poorly prioritized. If transparency goals are to be achieved, the process for achieving them will require major reforms and a significant infusion of much-needed resources.

Recommended Remedies
Accelerate and maximize needed efficiencies in declassification through closer coordination between classification and declassification processes and incorporation
of cutting-edge information management technologies to reduce the costly dependence on inefficient human-centric, labor-intensive processes.

Identify historically significant topic areas to focus declassification efforts on more meaningful topics to better satisfy a broader public interest, which could also improve cost effectiveness.\textsuperscript{93}

Refine or eliminate automatic declassification of certain categories of information, such as intelligence sources and methods; consider establishing new proscriptions that limit high-volume requestors under the FOIA from monopolizing agencies’ time and resources at the expense of other, less well-financed requestors.

Institutionalize and expand ongoing consultations between classifiers and declassifiers to ensure a continuity of understanding of what can safely be released for improved transparency and what requires continuing protection to avert damage to national security.

Clarify the rationale for continued classification of information that has been previously disclosed publicly, albeit not officially, and is an open secret.

Integrate an explicit counterintelligence perspective into disclosure decisions to minimize potential damage to national security by prematurely releasing information that should remain classified.

Implementation

The range of proposals presented here to improve the paradigm’s performance can be tested in smaller pilot studies before sweeping reforms are implemented in full force. A more graduated approach could establish a policy “test bed” in which a variety of new secrecy reforms could be tried experimentally and on a small scale. This way, they could be validated or invalidated in practice before full implementation.\textsuperscript{94} Also, the government should periodically reassess secrecy goals; review why the policies, standards, and practices relating to secrecy were established; and make changes when they are no longer current, effective, or needed in accomplishing valid secrecy objectives.

Our recommendations range from easily accomplished tweaks in the paradigm elements and processes to considering new legislation for a whole-of-government approach, with many efforts that fall in between these poles. A comprehensive secrecy and transparency statute could better define what national security means in the Information Age, design a classification framework that would include more than just government documents and couple classification with declassification, and craft antileaks provisions to address a long-standing failure in secrecy protection where little else has worked. This approach combines executive and legislative efforts that are intended not only to improve the paradigm but also to provide the foundation for a wholesale secrecy paradigm shift.

“Striking the critical balance between openness and secrecy is a difficult but necessary part of our democratic form of government. Striking this balance becomes more difficult as the volume and complexity of the information increases.”

**Paradigm Shift: Path to Secrecy Modernization**

A prerequisite for striking that critical balance between openness and secrecy should be actually accomplishing these two goals with something close to passing grades—something not evident in the last century’s secrecy paradigm. Transitioning to a 21st-century version that can achieve and balance both goals requires a clear understanding of why a secrecy paradigm designed for an earlier age comes up short on most measures necessary to smartly classify, protect, and disclose national security secrets in the Information Age. The paradigm concept puts these deficiencies into focus.

**Diagnosing Failure**

A key conclusion of this Perspective is that *much of the secrecy paradigm failure is rooted in the interdependency of its processes and elements*. Once the nature and impact of shortfalls in the paradigm elements are grasped, failing processes should come as no surprise. Because poorly performing elements necessarily diminish the performance of its processes, significant improvements in classification, protection, and disclosures cannot be achieved without corresponding correctives in the structure, culture, rules, and technologies that affect the processes of the secrecy paradigm. This is a powerful relationship (see Table 2). Its implications are that remedies applied to the paradigm processes alone without corresponding attention to the deficits identified in the paradigm elements are certain to come up short. More-effective and more-durable correctives to a faltering secrecy paradigm will require concerted attention to both elements and processes, and to their symbiotic relationship. Success (or failure) in one is the best predictor of success (or failure) in the other.

**Engineering a Paradigm Shift**

A fully modernized 21st-century secrecy paradigm cannot be achieved without coming to grips with what it will take to transform the old one. Sound understanding of its frailties and fault lines is foundational to the task. Knowing what a genuine 21st-century paradigm should look like will help navigate the transition between them.

Managing secrecy is a whole-of-government issue. No single agency or department of government, or even branch of government, presently has the capacity, the responsibility, or even the will to address, much less correct, the most-serious problems—many of them systemic—contributing to paradigm failure. This is because of the wide scope of secrecy that spans every U.S. national security organization, the importance of the issue, the potential effects of failed secrecy on the security of the nation, and even the functioning of U.S. democracy related to openness and accountability. It is increasingly clear that modernization is a critical, even an urgent, national imperative. Achieving modernization will require a paradigm shift to accomplish this. A transition between two paradigms—one from the last century and the other for this one—will require a shift in the present allegiances of secrecy practitioners, as Kuhn suggests. As we have identified little in the way of strong allegiances to the status quo, perhaps a genuine paradigm shift is not the impossible task it might seem.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Diagnosing Failure: The Paradigm Insight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safeguarding (protection) process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What a Paradigm Shift Must Entail

Correctives for the failings we have identified would, rather than tinkering at the margins, seek significant modernization and improvements in every paradigm element and process examined. Whatever specific actions policymakers decide to implement, a paradigm shift would demonstrate the following attributes to improve performance, inspire confidence, and further U.S. national security imperatives:

- comprehensive reform that provides a whole-of-government framework for identifying national security interests that require secrecy protections and establishing legislative and executive branch roles and responsibilities for overseeing and managing the protection of national security information in the Internet Age
- a new structure that finds a better balance between enforcing centralized policy roles and enabling decentralized implementation of national policies and objectives
- a culture that values and reinforces more evenly that protection and disclosure are significant public interests—a shift that would help move elements of the national security community and consumers of their products toward both improved security and transparency through sound policy, education, and accountability
- rules that reduce classification subjectivity to provide greater classification validity to similar information; provide rigorous definitions with standardized, clear criteria, including specific damages anticipated from disclosure; and impose reasonable requirements and sanctions for transgressions to enhance compliance
- technologies that aggressively incorporate 21st-century information management capabilities and related digital-age tools to better regulate access to classified information based on need-to-know principles, and to assist in classification and declassification decisions
- a classification system that more rigorously establishes criteria for determining damage and better connects it to the need for protection, weighing the benefits and costs of protection versus disclosure in implementing the PIDB-recommended two-tiered approach. Such a system would also better connect decisionmaking in classification and declassification.

Paradigm shift—“An important change that happens [to a paradigm] when the usual way of thinking about or doing something is replaced by a new or different way.”


Paradigm shift—A transition between competing paradigms [characterized by] an increasing shift in the distribution of professional allegiances.

their sources and methods, which require continued protection for effectiveness.

- a safeguarding function that implements a need-to-know framework to strictly limit access to classified information, evaluates the feasibility of a reduction in the numbers of cleared personnel, and fully implements audit and monitoring programs. Its unauthorized disclosure remedies would encompass comprehensive antileaks legislation to clarify legal boundaries and accountability, distinguish leaking from espionage, define legitimate whistleblower interests, and establish an end-to-end accountability process to identify and hold leakers of classified information responsible for their damaging disclosures.

- authorized disclosure processes that prioritize historically significant information through a topic-based approach to reduce the growing backlog of declassification releases. To help minimize potential damage to national security by prematurely releasing information that should remain classified, new procedures would infuse an explicit counterintelligence perspective into the disclosure processes, foreign intelligence sharing, and diplomatic démarches that use classified information.

The central challenge faced by modernization of the U.S. secrecy paradigm is at its core the inability to identify and protect vital information—secrets—and to effectively distinguish information that does not need such protection. Effective governance in national security requires a fully functioning secrecy system for maximum possible effectiveness of the United States’ military, intelligence, diplomatic, homeland security, and economic capabilities.

This system must also provide greater transparency and better public access to information that can shed appropriate light on what is behind the secrecy door. Through our broad examination of the elements and processes of the present, dated secrecy paradigm, we have identified significant flaws in the way secrecy is conducted in the United States. The present secrecy paradigm neither protects nor releases national security secrets consistently or well, despite the long-standing aims of the paradigm and the clear intent of EO 13526 to meet these daunting twin objectives.

This Perspective has sought to identify both the seriousness of the problem and needed correctives to enable a paradigm shift to implement necessary change. Some of these changes are overdue at least since the Moynihan study urged similar reforms three decades ago; others are urgently needed to prevent further loss of information through technology advances—e.g., cyber attacks—for which the present paradigm was neither designed nor seems sufficiently adaptive. We are heartened by the inclusion of language in the now-passed 2017 FISA Amendments Reauthorization Act that requires the comptroller general to conduct a study of the classification system and protection of classified information, and are hopeful it will compel the U.S. government to take a hard look at the failures in the current paradigm. The overriding challenge is to ensure the nation’s secrets are better secured and its values of transparency and openness appropriately maintained and advanced.
Appendix: Study Methodology

This Perspective reflects the analysis, findings, and recommendations reached during the authors’ extensive study of current secrecy practices and their effects on national security. The methodology of this study is described in this appendix.

Data gathering and analysis. Adapting Thomas Kuhn’s use of “paradigm” as the conceptual framework for the study, we acquired the needed information to evaluate the secrecy paradigm in three data-gathering approaches:

1. Expert opinion and data generated during in-depth interviews with 25 government officials and other experts and stakeholders, based on an extensive questionnaire developed for this study.
2. Consideration of a wide range of perspectives—both critical and supportive of the current secrecy system—discussed at a one-day workshop on secrecy co-sponsored by the RAND Corporation and the American Bar Association’s Standing Committee on Law and National Security. This workshop brought together 40 senior officials and seasoned experts in security and classification issues. Both the interviewees and the workshop participants were promised confidentiality to encourage their speaking candidly regardless of their current or former positions or status.
3. A review of official documentation and relevant literature that addresses governmental secrecy in the United States.

The basic design of the study is depicted in Figure 2. The interviewees and workshop participants were selected to participate in the study because they are experts and/or stakeholders in the secrecy paradigm. Many are present or former senior government officials; others are academics, national security lawyers, or consultants whose expertise may be based on practitioner experience, research or advocacy interest, or a combination of these. Inclusion of these expert and stakeholder views uses a methodology consistent with qualitative research and does not purport to be a random or probability sample aiming to statistically generalize about or estimate characteristics of a larger population based on a smaller sample of respondents. Its purpose is to identify and gather expert opinion across a range of views on such arcane topics as secrecy, in which public opinion surveys are of limited value in providing the kind of information sought.

Each of the 25 interviewees (whose anonymity is ensured through approval procedures of RAND’s Human Subjects Protection Committee) agreed to an approximately one-hour, in-depth interview. They were selected from an initial list of about 80 names considered in project team discussions by identifying experts on the topic of the study with an eye toward ensuring a broad and diverse range of opinion among them. Most who agreed to and were available for interviews were either at that time, or had been, senior-level government practitioners; some were known professionally to the authors, while others were selected by reputation or by the positions they held presently or earlier.

The 40 workshop participants were promised nonattribution through Chatham House rules. They were selected in collaboration with the workshop co-sponsor, the American Bar Association’s Standing Committee on Law and National Security, on the basis of the same expertise or stakeholder criteria. Half were selected by the RAND Corporation and half by the American Bar Association’s
Standing Committee. Like the RAND Corporation, neither the American Bar Association nor its Standing Committee has an editorial position on the study topic.

Our analysis of interview data followed objectivity procedures: Data acquired in these interviews were sorted and coded in a process derived from grounded theory. Here individual responses are treated as standalones, then key themes and concepts are identified; the responses are then aggregated to find patterns in the themes and concepts that multiple respondents provide. These are then highlighted and compiled in a working document containing important quotes or concepts. The relevant quotes and ideas are then incorporated into the report where they bear on the study questions and issues. We supplemented these data with relevant observations generated in commentary voiced during the one-day secrecy workshop and with appropriate documents and literature surveyed during the course of the study.
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